Nuclear size and nuclear binding of tritiated actinomycin D into epithelial cells of colon cancer patients with apparently normal colorectal mucosa.
The nuclear binding of tritiated actinomycin ([3H]AM) is clearly linked to the structural organization of the chromatin. [3H]AM decreases in cells which differentiate and becomes very low in fully differentiated cells. [3H]AM nuclear binding and nuclear size were concomitantly measured in normal-appearing flat mucosa of 10 patients bearing a colorectal cancer and compared with the colon mucosa of 10 normal individuals. In the colon of these normal subjects, there is a decreasing gradient of labeling in the upper third of the gland, with heavy labeling in the lower two-thirds and light labeling in surface epithelial cells. The ratio (R) of grain count in cells in the bottom of the glands to grain count in the surface epithelial cell varies in normal subjects from 4 to 14. There is no correlation between nuclear size and [3H]AM binding. In normal-appearing flat mucosa of cancerous patients, there is no decrease of labeling [3H]AM in the upper third of the glands; superficial cells are as labeled as those at the bottom (R = 1). There is a correlation between nuclear size and [3H]AM in these cells. Normal-appearing cells of colorectal cancer patients are probably not involved in a normal process of differentiation.